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We had our bus inspections done July 24th they all passed.  The driver’s thoroughly 
cleaned the buses from top to bottom and the mechanics repaired any damages and fixed any 
electrical that needed to be fixed on the buses.

We put a plan together for Transportation.  We are ordering plastic guards for each seat 
in the buses.  We ordered Face shields that driver’s could wear over their mask while students 
are loading they will not wear their face mask while driving they will wear gloves and use hand 
sanitizer on their bus and they will have hand sanitizer available for students when entering and 
exiting the bus.  Students will be seat every seat in a staggered pattern if the student is from 
the same family living together they will be required to sit together.  We will have tape on the 
floor marking 6ft. spacing for social distancing so students know to stay behind the line when 
exiting the bus.  We will need bus aids or monitors to help take temperatures when students 
are entering the bus they will help keeps students stay seated and make sure they keep their 
masks on the monitors will help the driver’s clean the bus in between runs.  We still need some 
type of official letter stating that if they have a temperature and any symptoms from the COVID 
list they will NOT be permitted to ride the bus until they are tested or something pertaining to 
this.  We are trying to keep the students safe on the bus.

We are going to get the Dodge one ton repaired so we will have it in time for the winter 
months we do use if for our plow and we use it to go help rescue buses in the winter if they are 
broke down on their route and it is heavy duty that it can usually get to the bus to get it going 
again. 

We had one team bus go to Dillon with the Varsity Golf players.  The driver is Gayle 
Rides At The Door Sr.  The air conditioner did not work the compressor went out and the 
pulleys seized up so we had to get it repaired at Treasure State and it is under warranty.

This concludes our report for the month of  August 2020.

  


